Gidday and “Grüß Gott”! My name is Oli, your fun, fitness-oriented, energizing, and certified NYC Sightseeing Guide, originally from Würzburg, Germany. With Olidaytours I am offering private, personalized, and customized tours as well as group tours in “The Big Apple”, the Jersey side of the Hudson River, and Northern New Jersey. The tours include biking, sight-running (for those of you that want a workout as well as a guided run), hiking, walking and sightseeing tours. Besides that I’ll also be your guide on trips to Austria (skiing), Bavaria (Oktoberfest), Portugal, Greece, Australia...

Tours for children is the newest addition to our programming around New York City. Get a group of kids together and Oli will take them on a fun tour around NYC or hire Oli to run a tour as part of a birthday party.

**Olidaytours** offers Haus-Club members an exclusive discount of 15% on all tours.

---

**Bierhaus NYC**

[www.bierhausnyc.com](http://www.bierhausnyc.com)

712 3rd Ave, New York, NY

Bierhaus NYC is a Bavarian-style restaurant and bar conveniently located 1.5 blocks from Grand Central Terminal, and offers a full-service bar with 24 taps and six varieties of Hofbräu beer. Open for lunch and dinner, Bierhaus NYC is unlike any restaurant in New York City, with communal seating, a 50-foot balcony, and a glass ceiling, as well as a fun atmosphere appropriate for all ages.

**Bierhaus NYC** offers Haus-Club members an exclusive discount of 20%.
**Doma na rohu**

[www.domanyc.com](http://www.domanyc.com)

27 Morton Street, New York, NY

Doma na rohu is a beloved Village restaurant/café featuring the homiest foods and most delicious beer and wine of the old Austro-Hungarian empire. Villagers, tourists, and folks from all over the five boroughs of all ages who love to remember Babi or Oma or Nagymama by eating beloved traditional recipes they prepared for their families come to us. By day, the restaurant is more of a café, with a very popular breakfast and lunch on weekdays and brunch on weekends. Writers and artists lurk and work. By night, it becomes a home-at-the-corner with a gastro-pub inflection, Central European style.

**Doma na rohu** offers Haus-Club members an exclusive 15% discount on Lunch, Brunch, and Dinner.

---

**Edi & the Wolf**

[www.ediandthewolf.com](http://www.ediandthewolf.com)

102 Avenue C, New York, NY

The inspiration for Edi & the Wolf is the traditional eastern Austrian wine tavern known as *Heuriger*, which is defined as “a very rustic restaurant usually connected to a winery that serves very simple dishes,” and although Edi & the Wolf lacks the requisite winery, it does feature an extensive array of Central European varieties like Riesling, Rotgipfler, and Grüner Veltiner. Accompanying them are plates of classic Austrian comfort food, from pork schnitzel and pickled sardines to variously topped flatbreads baked in a pizza.

**Edi & the Wolf** offers Haus-Club members an exclusive discount of 10%.

---

**The Third Man**

[www.thethirdmannyc.com](http://www.thethirdmannyc.com)

116 Avenue C New York, NY

The Third Man is an early 20th century Vienna-themed cocktail bar. Done up with distressed mirrors and emerald green banquettes, the watering den honors modern mixology trends, with ten tipples featuring liquid nitrogen, homemade cordials and pickled juices, while the venue’s name recalls the 1949 film noir set in Vienna. The bright, fizzy Franz Ferdinand combines the aperitif Aperol with a blend of juices (blood orange, beet, and lemon), plus a dash of sparkling wine. To eat, there’s charcuterie and small plates, including house-cured *speck* and chicken-liver terrine.

**The Third Man** offers Haus-Club members an exclusive discount of 10%.